Technical
Publications
Allan Webb Ltd (AWL) has a team of over 20 technical authors offering a comprehensive range
of services from the creation and supply of individual elements of documentation, to the
management and delivery of entire support packages.

60 Years of Experience
With experience ranging from Maritime, Defence and
Aerospace, to Power Generation and Manufacturing,
our team is ready to support you regardless of your
industry background.
Our authors are well versed in operation and
maintenance task analysis and breakdown of complex
systems using various engineering methodologies to
produce
safe
and
fit-for-purpose
technical
documentation.
Over the years, we have worked with a range of
documentation including, but not limited to:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

User Manuals
Aide Memoirs
Operator Manuals
Maintenance Manuals
Training Manuals
Quick Start Guides
Interactive Electronic Technical Documentation.

These have all been produced in accordance with
International and Industry Specific Standards when
required.

Agile in our Solution
Depending on the requirement and level of information held by the client, AWL will adapt the
methodology to ensure the process takes into account the client's own processes and
procedures, and the requirements of the end user.
AWL will also adapt methodology where required in accordance with applicable standards if
specified or flowed down by the client.
We can develop documentation in a range of formats from simple PDF books to Interactive
Electronic Technical Publications (IETPs).
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Dedicated to understanding your requirements
We ensure that our expert authoring team have all the
required information and understanding of your
equipment and systems to produce a comprehensive
publication.
A suitable Tech Author can spend time onsite, liaising
with engineers, capturing processes and procedures,
which can then be authored by our team at our offices in
Stonehouse or Barrow-in-Furness.
Alternatively, if required, our experts can obtain
information from Original Equipment Manufacturers
(OEM) and other sources of information to develop
technical publications remotely.

Right First Time, On Time
We have comprehensive, ISO 9001 certified, Quality Assurance
procedures in place right across the technical authoring process
including:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

receipting the initial arrival of the task
scoping the Statement of Work.
Production processes.
Post production checks.
Client reviews of 1st draft.
Producing the Final copy in accordance with client feedback
Delivery of Technical Publication.

Our extensive experience allows us to deliver a high quality (right first
time), efficient service, producing technical documentation for a
variety of target audiences including operating information,
maintenance information and training information.
We strive to develop a solution that best meets the needs of the end
user and our team has the experience and knowledge to advise on this
if necessary.

Have a Requirement?
Our dedicated team of experts are on hand to discuss any of your requirements and advise on a
bespoke solution most suited to you.

You can call us Monday – Friday on +44 (0) 1453 824581 or email: Sales@allanwebb.co.uk.
If you would like to find out more about us, visit our website www.allanwebb.co.uk

